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M
anasquan, New Jersey, August 12, 2004– Keystone Retaining Wall Systems’ innovative new
design software, KeyCAD™, shined in its first public demonstration this summer at Anchor
Concrete Products headquarters.

Keystone Structural Wall Specialist Scott Volmer introduced the new engineering tool at Anchor in front of

more than 20 Keystone licensee engineers. KeyCAD™ is specifically programmed to assist the designer in

Layout, Design, and Estimating of a modular block using Keystone Retaining Wall units and geosynthetic

reinforcement.

“We’ve got people energized about Keystone and KeyCAD is a great example of why,” said Anchor Concrete

Products Sales Manager Lou Mangiaracina.“The response to KeyCAD was phenomenal and design profes-

sionals are happy to have a product like this that makes their work easier. We’re already planning to take

this show on the road to an engineering firm.”

KeyCAD™ reduces engineering design time, increases the capabilities of sales

people and increases customer loyalty with a quick turn around.

The KeyCAD software package includes a copy of KeyCAD, the innovative, new

software tool to aid with designing segmental retaining walls, a registration form

for the software, a Technical CD demonstration and a preview of Keystone

Century Wall— a new structural retaining wall designed with aesthetic appeal.

KeyCAD produces a drawing to scale of the wall elevation; a complete geogrid

design for the wall with layers aligned across the wall and can output a detailed

quantity estimate. The drawings are AutoCAD’ compatible and may be exported

in DXF formats. The quantity estimates may be saved in an Excel’ spreadsheet

format.

Anchor Concrete Products is New Jersey's largest manufacturer of concrete, architectural block, segmental

retaining wall units and paving stones. manufactured and supplied by Anchor. The company's history is

rich with growth and expansion, since it's beginning 50 years ago. For more information on Anchor

Concrete Products, call 732-292-2500, or email infor@AnchorCP.com. You can also visit the Anchor web

site at www.AnchorCP.com. For more information on KeyCAD or other innovative Keystone products, call

952-897-1040, or visit the Keystone web site at www.keystonewalls.com.
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